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Demanelis: Editor's Page

EDITOR'S PAGE
The production of Volume 83 of the West Virginia Law
Review has been in both a timely fashion and in keeping with
the quality reached in recent years. This was achieved not
through the efforts of any one individual but rather the combined
efforts of a number of concerned individuals. It has been my
good fortune to head an organization with so many dedicated
and concerned members; it is to those people, the board and
staff of Volume 83, that I give my most generous thanks. Without their effort and their concern, none of this would have been
possible.
I would like to thank Professor Forest J. Bowman, one of
our faculty advisors, for his counsel, his understanding, and his
compassion this year; he has earned nothing but the highest
respect from the board of Volume 83. I would also like to thank
D. Lyn Dotson and John W. Fisher for their continuing interest
in the Review along with their support and their counsel; as
former members of the Review their experience has also proved
invaluable. Dean E. Gordon Gee deserves thanks not only for his
advice but also the effort and drive which he has put forth in his
determination to make not only this Review but also the entire
College of Law one of the best in the nation. Finally I would
thank Kim Mcintyre, our secretary, for her invaluable services
in preparing our manuscripts for the printer; at times she has
taken the worst copy and magically transformed it into the best;
while some might consider such a role minor it is truly essential
in order to achieve a timely publication.
The board of Volume 83 wishes the board of Volume 84 continued success in producing a timely, quality review. The editorin-chief for Volume 84 is Carmin D. Grandinetti.
Ernie K. Demanelis
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